
Claranet Cloud Services - Data Services

Data is your most valuable asset, but only if you know how to unlock its value!

A data platform is the foundation on which data-driven organisations thrive. Deeper insights fuelled by 

modern capabilities empower smarter real time decisions. But a key challenge is that the data remains 

inaccessible. Silos in data, applications and inconsistent analytics mean few organisations get the value they 

need from their data.

Claranet’s Data solution leverages the latest Microsoft Azure technologies, architecture and implementation 

approach to deliver a scalable foundation and end to end connected ecosystem, that is ready to provide 

actionable insights through analytics and help build the future of your business.  

Data Services
A modern architecture to accelerate your data journey

Modernise your existing 

environment

• Migration of an existing

database to a cloud platform

• Cost effective and flexible 

data storage compared to 

on premise storage

• Fully managed platform

Anticipate the future 

of your data

• Build a foundation by 

preparing and making data 

accessible for data analysis 

and AI

• Enable data to become 

a strategic asset

• Data expertise to help you 

accelerate your data approach

Centralise your data 

storage 

• Cloud storage solutions 

including data lakes 

and warehouses

• Collection of data 

from multiple sources

• Integrate data from alternative 

sources

Typical use cases



For more information:

0333 920 9562

info@claranet.co.uk

• Multi-cloud specialists

• +360 Public Cloud customers

• +100 Data Services customers

• +140 certified Public Cloud engineers

• +80 Data modernisation experts

• +1200 technical experts

• 7x Gartner Magic Quadrant Leaders

• Enterprise standard support

Claranet Cloud Services - Data Services

We are experts in data, applications and infrastructure

1. Scope. We run a thought-provoking and ambitious 

workshop to understand your current pain points, 

future objectives and identify your use cases.

2. Design. Let us create the plan. Our experts will 

assess your current state and create a future proofed 

design that meets the needs of this project as well as 

your long term needs.

3. Build. Working in an agile way, we create a 

modern data platform that can ingest, store and 

prepare your data so it’s ready to use.

4. Analyse. We build the data pipelines and 

processes that turn raw data into actionable insights 

that answer critical business questions.

5. Visualise. Understand the data, improve decision 

making and explore trends with beautiful 

dashboards.

6. Operate. We keep your data platform running 

smoothly 24/7, optimising for cost and performance 

and supporting your next initiative.

OUR PROVEN SIX STAGE PROCESS


